
PLAYBOX
INTRODUCING A NEW GENERATION

OF SKILL GAMES

D R O P ,  P L U G  A N D  P L A Y !
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PLAYBOX is divided into two parts:

1. “The Box” which can

 be shipped anywhere

 on the planet.

2. The “Play” which is

 the heart of

 PLAYBOX and it’s

 game offering.

We are with you every step of the way to ensure 

stress-free deployment and operation of your 

PLAYBOX.

THE IDEA

PLAYBOX is an all-included turnkey immersive 

video game linked to a fast-growing online catalog of 

exclusive and high-quality titles played on a giant LED 

screen.

We’ve designed & built PLAYBOX with ease of 

deployment & operation in mind for increased revenues. 

Once the box is dropped and connected, it’s time to 

play!
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Available to fit all your needs, PLAYBOX is available 

in these formats:

Container Mobile Integration

Games for all 
ages

Quick games for
1 to 8 players

Ever growing 
cloud based

games 
catalog

Adaptive reward 
system
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Play Physical

PLAYBOX is all about offering an out-of-home 

experience and being engaged physically.  We want 

people to play a video game as they play sports; with 

their whole body. 

 

Throwing foam balls, axes, grenades and more at a 

giant video game is engaging. It’s fun! It’s 

demonstrative. It’s unique and it’s much better than 

a joystick!

PLAY THE BOX
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Friends who play together spend together! 

Fun is pretty good alone but it’s always better with 

friends and family. PLAYBOX is a truly collective

experience. Have fun and win together! Our games 

are created to fit all ages and to be played in groups 

of  1 to 6. Player groups and individuals are matched 

so no one is left behind and maximizes revenues per 

game.

PLAY WITH YOUR 
FRIENDS AND FAMILY

SOLO CO-OP COMPETITIVE
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OUR GAMES
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Games are selected from the Game Store and come 

from the following game categories:

GAME CATEGORIES
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PLAYBOX ONLINE 
PLATFORM “POP”

Among the most important features of PLAYBOX is 

the online PLAYBOX Online Platform or “POP”. The 

POP is your custom dashboard to manage game 

availability.

The POP is cloud-based for guaranteed uptime and 

provides access to all the games in the catalog

making it a centralized and easy to use tool to 

facilitate your daily operations. The catalog is 

always growing and new features will be rolled out 

regularly, enhancing your experience and toolset.

Cloud-based catalog system
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The result: PLAYBOX is never outdated as new 

games are regularly added keeping your visitors

engaged.

Unit analytics

Games licenses

Game performances
and analytics

Management dashboard
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WHY CHOOSE US?

An innovative product

A new immersive experience for your

customers

The quality and reliability of a digital product

Optional custom and branded games

A way to stand out in the market

A low investment + Funding facility =

Guaranteed ROI
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LET’S WORK TOGETHER!

Creative and flexible business models suited to your 

needs!

PRE-PAID LICENSE

PAY PER GAME

Games in the catalog are not included in the 

purchase of the physical PLAYBOX and do incur a 

license fee to be paid for the usage period.

There is a fixed license fee for each game, which vary 

in time and costs. Longer license periods have higher 

discounted rates. Up to 33% rebate on yearly licenses.

This model gives you have access to the entire game 

catalog with no up-front licence fees! You pay a 

minimal amount, anywhere from $0.25 to $1 for each 

game session that is launched regardless of the 

number of paying customers. This model eliminates 

the risk and gives you the chance to try multiple 

games with different audiences at no additional cost 

but a small fraction of the revenues you generate 

from the games!



PLAYBOX
+1 514 845.6555

info@playbox.games
www.playbox.games

“A positive experience for our guests; the game was very 

appealing as it attracted crowds.

The team behind PLAYBOX is very professional and 

creative. Great potential for any theme park!”

  -  Martin Lelièvre 

  In-Park Services Director, 

  Six Flags Montreal, La Ronde

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING ABOUT US


